Formerly the Tactical Operators course, this improved version capitalizes on the significant experience of the professional UAV pilots that make up the instructor cadre. The class consists of three days of intensive scenario-based, hands-on, flight training designed to increase piloting skills and to provide students with the ability to operate in all sUAS environments. Students will be exposed to the equipment, tools, and techniques necessary to make their sUAS program fulfill all the desired mission-sets.

Students will:
- Demonstrate the skills needed to fly BVLOS or FPV (first person view)
- Understand and apply techniques for interior operations
- Operate as direct support for tactical team operations
- Operate as a direct support for investigative operations
- Operate as a direct support for major incident management

Course Length: 3 Days (24 hours)
Cost/Tuition: $875
Technical Level: UAS Operators and Supervisors
Student Requirements: Strong Piloting Skills
Contact: training@lacrtc.org

Register at: www.lacrtc.org/drone